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A bstract

The signalling channel suggests that central banks use sterilized interven

tions in the foreign exchange market to convey information about future mone

tary policy to the market. To date, this theory is not sufficiently supported by 

theoretical work that establishes the link between intervention signals and 

exchange rates. This paper develops a two country model of sterilized interven

tions. I  argue that reputational effects cannot eliminate the credibility problem 

between central banks and the private sector and that agents will only partially 

use available information to form exchange rate expectations. Both partial 

credibility and non-rational expectations reduce the effectiveness of interven

tions. (JEL Classifications: E52，F31, F41)
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I. Introduction

The signalling (or expectations-) channel suggests that sterilized inter

ventions in the foreign exchange market can affect exchange rates by con

veying information about future monetary policy. Thereby, sterilized inter

ventions are official purchases (sales) of foreign exchange whose money 

market effects are immediately offset by open market sales (purchases) of 

domestic government securities of equal amount.1 According to the sig

nalling channel, central bank purchases of foreign exchange indicate an 

expansionary future monetary policy consistent with the intervention. If 

successful, market participants revise their exchange rate expectations. 

This, in turn, is immediately reflected in the spot exchange rate.

Since Mussa，s [1981] initial article on this subject, research has advanced 

mostly along empirical lines (see Edison [1993] for a survey). On the one 

hand, these empirical studies confirm that sterilized interventions may have 

an informational role through which they can impact onto exchange rates 

(Dominguez [1992]; Dominguez and Frenkel [1990]; Jurgensen [1983]). 

Specifically, Dominguez [1990] and Kaminski and Lewis [1996] find that 

sterilized G-3 interventions in the US dollar market during the 1980s have 

caused a revision of exchange rate expectations. On the other hand, these 

studies also find considerable variability in the magnitude and persistence of 

exchange rate effects.

This paper turns to the theoretical foundations of the signalling channel. 

It develops a formal two-country model, where interventions are used by 

both nation’s central banks to signal future monetary policy intentions. 

Notice that signalling is only successful if interventions lead to a revision of 

exchange rate expectations. Firstly, this requires that interventions are 

observable and that the informational content of intervention signals is used 

by the market in forming exchange rate expectations. Secondly, the mone

1. Since sterilized interventions alter the relative supplies of domestic and foreign cur

rency denominated assets, they may also be effective within a portfolio balance 

approach. However, relatively small intervention volumes compared to market size 

and the lack of significant empirical evidence in favor of predictable exchange rate 

effects rules out this channel as an effective means of exchange rate management 

〈see Rogoff [1984], and Edison [1993] for a survey).



tary policy stance implied by interventions must be credible. This paper 

explicitly considers both of these issues.

Turning to the latter, the existence of a tradeoff between internal and 

external policy objectives may result in a credibility problem due to the 

potential incentives for the central bank to renege on monetary policy sig

nals. In contrast to the repeated games literature, I argue here that reputa

tional effects cannot completely eliminate this credibility problem between 

the central bank and the private sector. Instead, I suggest that credibility is 

only partial in the sense that the market attaches a probability less than one 

to the event that a nation’s central bank subsequently monetizes its inter

ventions. This reduces the effectiveness of intervention operations. Regard

ing the former issue, evidence from both the economic and psychological 

sciences suggests that market participants will select only a fraction of daily 

information impinging on the foreign exchange market. This process of 

information selection is formally incorporated into the model in a theory of 

non-rational expectations. These also reduce the effectiveness of sterilized 

interventions to manipulate exchange rates. Partial credibility and non-ratio

nal expectations may thus explain the differing experiences of countries and 

time periods observed in the real world.

The purpose of this paper is thus twofold: First, it provides a potential 

explanation for some of the questions raised by the empirical findings. Sec

ondly, it develops a complete two-country model which may then be used to 

address the question of optimal exchange rate management and interven

tion policies. To my knowledge, the author’s dissertation〈Fabian [1993]) 

represents the only such framework, which explicitly models the process of 

expectation formation and the macroeconomic effects of intervention poli

cies. The present paper is based on this work. An accompanying paper 

〈Reeves [1997a]) discusses the application of this theoretical framework to 

intervention policy.

The paper is organized as follows: The two open economies are intro

duced in Section II. Section III discusses sterilized interventions which are 

used by central banks to signal changes of their future monetary policy 

stance. In this section, intervention signals are assumed fully credible, and 

expectations are formed rationally. Section IV introduces the credibility 

problem between the central banks and the private sector. Here, partial
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credibility is incorporated into the analysis. The model is further modified 

in Section V which considers non-rational exchange rate expectations. Sec

tion VI concludes with a summary.

The two open economies are described by the flexible price monetary 

m odel〈see, for instance, Frenkel [1978]; Stevenson, Muscatelli and Grego

ry [1988], pp. 265-74):

Mt is the money supply, Pt the price level, Y exogenous and constant real 

income and rt the real interest rate of the home country in period t. Starred 

variables refer to the foreign country. St denotes the current nom inal 

exchange rate expressed as the home currency price for one unit of foreign 

currency. The exchange rate is flexible, and Set+1 is its expected future value. 

A ll variables, except interest rates, are expressed in logarithm s. It is 

assumed that each country’s residents only hold their own respective cur

rency, and that interest and income elasticities in the standard money 

demand functions (1) and (1)' are identical. Thus exchange rate effects will 

not be due to country differences. Uncovered interest parity given by equa

tion (2) implies that domestic and foreign assets are perfect substitutes. 

This rules out a portfolio balance effect.2 Turning to (3), the assumption of 

purchasing power parity throughout assures an immediate price adjustment 

in response to a disturbance. This makes the model essentially static.3 Last

ly, the nature of the model is purely monetary. Intervention signals are thus

2. A risk premium would allow sterilized interventions to affect St additionally through 

the portfolio balance channel. This does not change the nature of the results as 

shown in Appendix 1.

3. Alternatively, a sluggish price adjustment mechanism could be accommodated in the 

model. While complicating the analysis, this would not alter the qualitative findings.

II. The Two-Country Model

Mt-Pt = axY- c^rt 

M；-P； = axT - ^ r t 

rt = n + Ste+1 - St 

Pt =P：+St

(1)

(1)

⑵



limited to signals of future monetary policy. In particular, sterilized interven

tions have no real effects.

If expectations of the future exchange rate are formed rationally,

= EtSt+i, (4)

where EtX t+k is the ^-period-ahead mathematical expectation of the random 

variable Z  based on all information available at time t，including the past his

tory of all relevant variables and the model structure. Ruling out the pres

ence of bubbles, the forward-looking solution for St is given by

, 가 k
5,=-^— X  Et(Mt+k-M;+t)-ai(Y - r).

1 + « 2 +

This highlights the role of expected future monetary policies for the deter

mination of exchange rates. Let agents initially have static expectations. 

Thus the money supplies are expected to be permanently fixed at M0 and 

M0*, and the (initial) equilibrium in period t = 0is

S0= (M 0- M 0*) + a 1(F *- F ). (5)

III. Perfect Credibility and Rational Expectations

Assume now that the monetary authorities can perfectly monitor money 

supplies in each period. The key idea for the signalling model developed 

here is that central banks use sterilized interventions in period 1 of volumes 

I  and I* to signal changes in monetary policy for period 2. Thereby, positive 

(negative) values of /  and I* indicate purchases (sales) of foreign exchange. 

Formally, I capture the monetary policy signals embodied in interventions 

as an announcement of permanent changes in the money supplies to

M2 = M0-\- yl and M\ - Mq + yl\

with y > 0.4 Assume, moreover, that a commitment technology exists which 

makes the signal perfectly credible: Agents know that the preannounced
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policy change w ill be carried out w ith certainty.5 A nticipating policy 

changes, market participants revise their expectations about future money 

growth. Thus, the current exchange rate responds immediately by incorpo

rating the new policy stance. Note that

S2= (M 2-M ；) + a 1( Y ^ Y ) f

if E2M2+k = M2 and E2M ;+k = M*2 for all k>Q.

Using (5) and (6), the expected long run exchange rate is given by

^ iS 2 = s0 + r ( / - n .  (7)

Using (1) - (3) and (7) yields the spot exchange rate (short run equilibrium) as

s1=50+- ^ r ( /- r ) .  
l + a2

Summarizing, even though no “fundamentals” are changed in period t = 19 

sterilized interventions cause an immediate jump in the short run exchange 

rate. This is exclusively due to the revision of exchange rate expectations 

induced by the information about future monetary policy change. For 

instance, purchases of the foreign currency by both central banks (i.e. />  0 

and I* < 0) immediately result in a depreciation of the home currency. This 

result has also been obtained by studies of announcement effects in rational 

expectations models of exchange rate determ ination (Edwards [1983]; 

Engel and Frankel [1984]). Note that the short run exchange rate moves in 

the same direction as the long run rate but falls short of the entire long run 

adjustment. Price flexibility in every period dampens the exchange rate 

movement.6 W ithin the economic constraints postulated by equations (1) — 

(4), however, the exchange rate effects achieved by any given volume of 

interventions are maximized.

5. To be sure, it is assumed that - by intervening 一 central banks convey their mone

tary policy intentions to the market. Thus an explicit signal accompanies foreign 

ex ch an g e  tran sac tio n s . T h e  case  w h ere  cen tra l b an k s  leave it to  th e  m a rk e t to 
extract this signal from observed interventions -  though interesting in its own right -  
is not considered. Rather, the  in terest h ere  is in the  question  of how  a  given signal 
leads to a revision of exchange ra te  expectations.

6. In a situation of price rigidity in period 1 with P1 = P0 and P\ = S1 immediately 

reaches its long run  value.



This depends on the deterministic nature of the model studied so far: The 

commitment technology makes intervention signals perfectly credible. The 

entire certain sequence of future money supplies is determined and known 

in period 1. Signals and future monetary policy are inextricably linked. Sec

tion IV  incorporates credibility problems into the analysis. Section V 

extends the model to take account of uncertainty. Then even a perfectly 

credible signal may have only limited impact on the exchange rate.

IV. Credibility and Central Bank Reputation

A  Partial Credibility

In reality, a commitment technology will not be available to central banks. 

In the strategic game that central banks play against the private sector, the 

monetary authorities could renege on intervention signals, if there exist 

incentives to do so. This will be anticipated by rational market participants. 

Consider the case where the home central bank simultaneously pursues an 

exchange rate target, S, and a money supply target, M. W ithout loss of gen

erality (wlog), let M  = M0. Thus the monetary policy change associated with 

interventions may be costly. Reputational problems exist as agents perfectly 

understand the central bank’s temptation not to change the money supply in 

period 2: ExM2 = M 0. Thus, no intervention signal is credible.

Repeated interactions with the public could, however, allow central banks 

to build a reputation for forthright policy making. Thus, at any point in time, 

central banks will face a reputation determined by the past history of inter

vention policy. Let p and p* denote the probabilities which market partici

pants attach to the events that the domestic and foreign central banks, 

respectively, implement the monetary policy implied by their intervention 

operations; 0< py p* < 1. The expected domestic money supply upon inter

ventions of the home central bank is then given by

ExM2 = pE1(M2 l^ )  + ( l- p)E1(M 21 R) (8)

with E1(M 21 i?) = M 0 + 7/, E1(M2 \ R) = M0. Thus,
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Thereby, R and R* denote the events of the home and foreign central banks 

reneging on intervention signals. R  and R* are their complements and indi

cate forthright policies. Et(X\Y) is the time t conditional expectation of vari

able X  given Y.

Taking expectations in (6) and using (9) yields

E.S, = (M0 + yip) - (M； + r / V )  + Y) •

Together with (1) - (3) and (5) this gives the period 1 exchange rate

녀 + T ^ Z- 히 .

Thus partial credibility reduces the effectiveness of sterilized interventions. 

The following sections focus on the determinants of central bank credibility.

B. The Repeated Signalling Game
To determine the size of p (similarly p*)，consider the following policy 

problem for the home central bank:

min co(S1- S ) 2 + ( l - c o ) ( M 2 - M 2) 90 < c o < l  (10)
m2 一

where Sx = h(E1M2), M  = M 0, and h is a real-valued function. This problem 

exemplifies a typical tradeoff between internal and external policy objec

tives. Interpreting expectations EXM2 as the private sector’s “strategy”, let a 

solution to the above game be denoted by a strategy pair (M2, E1M 2).
A A A

In a commitment regime the solution is given by (M2，M2), where M2 

denotes the money supply that minimizes (10). If central bank objectives are 

unknown to the private sector,7 the central bank may make M2 known 

through interventions in the foreign exchange market. It is this information

al assymmetry that gives rise to the signalling effect.8 In the absence of a 

commitment technology, monetary policy is set discretionary, and the pri

7. It suffices to assume that they are partially unknown, for instance, that weights are 

unknown.

8. In the simplest case this reduces the central bank’s strategy space to the choice of 

the probability qe [0, 1] with which to carry out M2- ^  then played with probability 

(1 一 섟) . Notice that this is an implicit assumption about credibility: Interventions suc

ceed in limiting the central bank strategy space for future monetary policy to linear 

combinations of M  and M2-
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vate sector expects EXM2 = M0 = M f regardless of central bank interventions 

(or announcements) in period 1. Thus, in the one shot game, monetary 

authorities have no means of affecting the current exchange rate, because 

there exists no time-consistent future monetary policy except for M2 = M.

Games of this type have been studied in the macroeconomics literature 

〈Barro and Gordon [1983]; see Pearsson and Tabellini [1990] and Rogoff 

[1987] for surveys). Reputational models show that the existence of some 

prior beliefs about the central bank being a commitment type, who always 

honors policy signals, together with assumptions pertaining to the duration
A A _

of play and the policymaker’s discount rate establish (Af2, M^) as the equilib

rium of the repeated two-period stage game given by (10)〈Backus and Drif- 

fill [1985], Kreps and W ilson [1982], and Milgrom and Roberts [1982]〉. The 

key idea is that the monetary authorities obtain credibility by mimicking the 

commitment type. Once the market observes intervention operations to be 

subsequently monetized, this represents (conclusive) evidence for forth

right policy making in the future. The private sector chooses the pure strat

egy M 2, and intervention signals are perfectly credible with p = l，where time 

subscripts are omitted for convenience.9 This elim inates the credibility 

problem. Notice, however, that perfect credibility cannot explain the use of 

sterilized interventions. Mere policy announcements would be sufficient.

Instead I argue here that the credibility of policy signals is only partial 

with p, /  < 1. W ith partial credibility sterilized interventions may be used to 

enhance the (imperfect) credibility of policy statements. This function of the 

intervention instrument has been suggested by Obstfeld [1990]. Formally, if 

there exists more than one alternative type who is forthright with some pos

itive probability, then partial credibility, rather than perfect credibility, is the 

outcome of the repeated policy gam e〈Reeves [1997b]).10 Despite forthright

9. The private sector may be a short run or a long run player. Another strand of litera

ture, which requires market participants to be long run players, shows that improve

ments on the Nash equilibrium may be supported by trigger strategies and credible 

threats of punishment upon deviation〈see Friedman [1971]〉. The assumption of a 

long run private sector player is generally not applicable in the case of financial mar

kets. Thus, the discussion here excludes this possibility.

10. The reason for this result is that the observation of forthright policies is no longer 

conclusive evidence for future policies.
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central bank intentions and policies, the credibility problem between the 

central bank and the private sector is not eliminated. The repeated three- 

player game with partial credibility is modeled in Appendix 2.

Other arguments in support of p and p* being strictly less than one are the 

potential existence of random economic shocks as well as coordination fail-
A A

ures. Both of these factors may cause a deviation from policies (M2, M2). In 

the former case, central bank policy intentions are unobservable ex post, and 

the public can thus not distinguish between forthright and reneging policies 

(Fudenberg and Levine [1987]). In the latter case, the multiplicity of potential 

equilibria in the repeated game creates strategic uncertainty (Rogoff [1987]〉. 

This may, in particular, lead the market to not anticipate forthright interven

tion- and monetary policies and the reputational equilibrium.

C. Further Determinants o f Credibility

Beyond the reputational factors discussed within the previous section and 

modeled in Appendix 2，additional determinants of credibility exist. These 

depend on (i) the individual central bank’s loss functions and (ii) the poten

tial repeated interaction between the central banks.

(i) Welfare Costs and Available Instruments. Interventions have a potential 

role of backing central bank statements and thus enhancing credibility, 

allowing them to differ from mere policy announcements. In this context, 

note that if the monetary authorities renege on intervention signals, S2 = S0. 

These “costs of dishonesty” arise, since the exchange rate will return to its 

original level if the money supply is not changed in period 2. The resultant 

costs of policy M0, CMq, will be higher, the larger the volume of interven

tions, I, and also the larger the announced policy change, i.e. the size of the 

signal, Z .11 Costs CMq may be a further mechanism that lends credibility to 

intervention signals. Obstfeld [1990，p. 219-21] suggests this to be the key 

mechanism via which interventions appear to be more effective than mere

11. Even if the exchange rate “only” returns to its original level, such costs are incurred 

in terms of foregone alternative uses of central bank funds. Foreign exchange risk is, 

moreover, encountered when uncertainty is introduced in the next section. Here, Z  = 
y/.
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policy announcements.12

The costs incurred when carrying out monetary policy changes, C成，are 

the foregone internal policy objectives. These will be higher, the larger the 

signal. Summarizing,

where Rep is the reputation determined by past play. This formulation 

requires that the central bank’s opportunity set includes the independent 

choice of /, Z  and M 2. We will not attempt to solve, nor specify, this complex 

decision problem here. Instead, let

In addition let y be fixed exogenously. A (minimal) intervention volume of I  

is thus required to ensure p for the signal y/. Notice that interventions have 

no role in enhancing credibility beyond p，but that mere announcements of 

policy change do also not suffice. This reduces the arsenal of instruments to 

the optimal policy setting ofZ=  7 /.13 Similarly for the foreign central bank.

(ii) Repeated Interactions of Central Banks. If central banks set interven

tion policies unilaterally, p and p* are likely to be independent. However, 

with policy coordination and if central banks repeatedly interact, central 

bank reputations w ill be jo intly  determ ined in the three player game 

between both central banks and the private sector.14

If central banks coordinate their intervention operations by jointly choos

12. Bordo and Schwartz [1991] raise the interesting question in how far other sterilized 
money market operations might also be used to signal future changes in the money 

supply. Foreign exchange interventions may be superior to any other operation 

which changes the composition of central bank assets, due to the enhanced credibili

ty obtained by the risk of central bank funds.

13. The linkage of intervention volumes I  and signals Z = y l  ensures that interventions 

and announcements are not equally credible. Otherwise, the monetary authorities 

would use announcements as the preferred policy since these avoid costs CM. Also, it 

is conceivable that 7 could be country-specific. But (9) implies that yp contains all 

credibility effects. Here, wlog, p alone captures all country-specific information.

14. This section follows Fabian [1993，chapter 5], where an expanded discussion may be 
found.

P=f[Rep, Cm0(/,Z ),C m 2(Z)] w ith / : [0,1]
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ing intervention volumes as well as the money supplies implied by the sig

nals of these policies, several factors will affect the credibility parameters p 

and p\

a) If the private sector continues to form expectations about the domes

tic (foreign) money supply based solely on observed behavior of the home 

(foreign) central bank, both central bank’s reputations may continue to dif

fer. However, for each central bank the costs of reneging on intervention 

signals increase if an international reputation is at stake as well. Not fol

lowing through with intervention signals breaks the commitment vis-a-vis 

the private sector and the international cooperative agreement. As reputa

tional costs rise w ith central bank cooperation, credibility p and p* is 

enhanced.

b) Notice that exchange rate effects only depend on the expected 

changes in relative money supplies. It is thus conceivable that market par

ticipants view policy coordination as a regime shift, regarding the interven

ing coalition of central banks as one player with one level of credibility p = p 

= p* in (9) such that

5 1 = 5 0 + 7 ^ ^ / - / * ) .
l  + «2

Credibility p rises if the private sector observes AM2 - AM*2 = If

\p(I-I*)\ > \pl- pl\ credibility is improved, and cooperation increases the 

effectiveness of sterilized interventions. Notice that this allows cooperating 

nations to distribute intervention obligations independently from future 

money supply changes.

Insofar as these distributions are not publicly announced, this creates 

incentives for central banks to rely on the other country’s monetary policy 

and free-ride on its reputation〈see Dominguez [1990], p. 128). This effect 

tends to lower credibility. If however, a central bank is able to enforce forth

right policies, then weak central banks with a low reputation may inherit a 

good reputation through policy coordination.15 This effect tends to increase 

credibility.

15. In the repeated game between the central banks, forthright policies may be domi

nant strategies, if the strong central bank’s threat of leaving the coalition imposes 

sufficiently high costs onto the weak central bank.
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V. Model Uncertainty and Information Selection

Notice that (9) also implies that, contingent on a central bank being forth

right, intervention signals translate completely into changes in exchange 

rate expectations. Practical intervention experience is, however, character

ized by a much lesser degree of predictability: Even if a central bank has 

credibility, interventions are not always successful. And despite identical 

economic circumstances (including reputation), interventions are at times 

more effective than at others.

These findings cannot be explained by the credibility issues introduced 

so far. In the model above, any credible intervention signal conveys a con

clusive message about the future money supply. Given credibility, the 

exchange rate can be perfectly controlled by the monetary authorities. This 

is known to market participants and reflected in (conditional) expectations 

(8). This section now considers uncertainty in the sense that the future 

exchange rate cannot be inferred from true central bank signals. Real world 

experience may then be explained by the non-rationality of exchange rate 

expectations.

A  The Evidence on Rational Expectations

There is by now extensive econometric evidence against the rationality of 

exchange rate expectations〈for a survey see Lewis [1995]). Recent studies 

have used survey data to directly test the conditions for rationality, namely 

that all information is used (orthogonality) and that forecasts are unbiased. 

W hile the evidence for unbiasedness is ambiguous, most authors reject 

orthogonality〈Cavaglia, Verschoor and Wolff [1993]; Ito [1990]; see Takagi 

[1991] for a survey).16

The field of social psychology offers an explanation for this selective use 

of information through Simon’s concept of bounded rationality [1972, p. 416; 

1959].17 Simon suggests that even though agents attempt to be “rational”, 

the human mind is limited both in terms of perception as well as inference

16. For evidence from asset price forecasting see Brown and Maital [1981].

17. Since his seminal work, many authors have expanded the ideas in this field; see Raaij 

[1986] for a survey.
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[1959，p. 306]. Decisionmakers are neither able to acquire complete knowl

edge of the true model nor to translate the flood of informative signals into 

objective probability estimates for all states of the world. The situation is 

one of true uncertainly, where probability estimates are subjective and thus 

heterogeneous among individuals.

The overall evidence thus suggests that agents make only partial use of 

the available information. The information which is used appears to gener

ate unbiased, efficient predictions. The next section incorporates this into 

the intervention model.

B. Exchange Rate Expectations
Uncertainly may now formally be introduced into the signalling model. 

The particular form of uncertainty chosen here is the randomness of the 

money supply.18 Instead of the money supply, central bank interventions 

contain information about the future monetary base. This is motivated by 

the fact that the monetary base contains only items of the central bank’s bal

ance sheet and is thus much nearer to controllability than any other mone

tary aggregate.19 Model uncertainty is captured by the assumption that the 

structural relationships determ ining the money supplies and the corre

sponding probability distributions are unknown. Even though correlated, 

there is no one-to-one relationship between the monetary base (policy 

instrument) and the money supply. When observing foreign exchange inter

ventions, traders assess the credibility of the implied monetary base signal.

18. Other forms of uncertainty are possible as well. But choosing a “minimal amount” of 

uncertainty allows us to derive strong results by retaining most of the economic rela

tions of the model.

19. In practice, since the monetary base is affected by commercial bank’s refinancing 

decisions and holdings of money market paper (Jarchow [1990]), it, too, falls short of 

perfect controllability. This introduces a signal extraction problem in detecting cen

tral bank intentions ex post which is relevant for credibility issues. This is not consid

ered here. The role of uncertainty discussed in this section is a different one. Due to 

the presence of model uncertainty, the market is unable to infer economic equilibri

um from forthright central bank policies. This, in turn, reduces the effectiveness of 

interventions, independent of reputational aspects.
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They then revise their exchange rate expectations contingent on forthright 

central bank signals. Consider first the situation of perfect credibility.

In this case, intervention signals by the home and foreign monetary 

authorities represent conclusive messages about the future domestic and 

foreign monetary bases, respectively. But the direct link of these instru

ments and the exchange rate is broken. Conditional on forthright central 

bank policies, expectations may be represented as

g(n:) = g(Q0,B2,Bl)\ ^ : Qj -> 91 > 0

where is the information set publicly available in period 1. EtQQ contin

ues to denote the period t expectation of variable X，but no longer repre

sents the mathematical expectations operator. The function g incorporates 

the cognitive processes of information selection by weighting initial beliefs 

by (1- 0), new information by 6:

\r , F ) = ( i - e)E0s1+ e(s0+ / ( / - / * ) )  (11)

Following Festinger [1970] and Katona [1975, 1980], the parameter d and 

thus the effectiveness of intervention signals will be lower, the less overall 

uncertainty prevails and the more confident prior market beliefs. Also, d will 

be smaller, the more consistent - and thus informative - previously received 

news items, and the stronger the resistance to unfitting signals. This may be 

viewed as the analogue to statistical decision theory’s distinction between 

“hard” and “soft” prior beliefs. This is confirmed by actual intervention 

experience. For instance, the German Bundesbank evaluates the “firmness” 

of exchange rate expectations prior to intervening in the foreign exchange 

market. It has been found that interventions have only limited chances for 

success if market confidence (in beliefs) is high .20 As long as 0 < 1, expecta

tions will fail to be orthogonal. Thus agents only partially use available infor

m ation.21 Moreover, if information about B2 and B\ is used, beliefs are 

revised to the expectation given by (7).

To be sure, due to model uncertainly the true links between the mone

tary bases, money supplies and exchange rates are unknown. Additionally,

20 Discussion with Professor Dr. H. Hesse, president of the Landeszentralbank in der 

Freien Hansestadt Bremen, in Niedersachsen and Sachsen-Anhalt, Germany.

21. For a detailed discussion of the underlying cognitive theories see Fabian [1993].
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the non-rationality of expectations excludes a complete assessment of prob

ability distributions over competing models of the economy. Consequently, 

the process governing the revision of beliefs cannot be determined from the 

model and thus represents an exogenous assumption. The formulation 

given by (11) is most natural to the previous model structure. It is consis

tent with the expectations about future money supplies

E,(M 21 R) = e(M0 + 7/)+ (l - e)M0,

E,(M21 F ) = e(M* + //*)+(l- 0)MO* (12)

where, again, new information is weighted by 6. Using (6) gives

E,{S21 I I F ) } + 챠( r * -Y). (13)

W ith E0S1 = S0 and combining (5) and (12), £\(S2I슛，R*) = S0+ 6y (/- /*), 

and equation (11) follows. Expectations thus fully exploit the limited model 

structure of equations (l)-(3). Given the subjective money supply estimates

(12)，the model is solved by using mathematical expectations, and no addi

tional bias is introduced. In the terminology of Persson and Svensson [1983, 

p. 2], this may be called a “weak form of rational expectations.”22 

Considering now the general case where one or both central banks may 

renege on intervention signals gives period 2,s expected exchange rate as

= pp% (s21 포 F ) + p ( l- / ) 쏴 (S2 \RfR*)

+ (1 - P ) P E 1(S21 i?，F )  + (1 - 히 (1 - p K 、 셰

where

E ^ R ,  m  = e(S0 + yl) + (1-0) So, E ^ R ,  로) = 9(S0 一 yH  + (1-0) S0 

and £ ,1(S2li?, R*) = S0. Thus, £\S2 = S0 + Gy {pi - p*H. The spot exchange 

rate is given by

S1=S0 + ey-^-{pl-pr}. (14)
l + a2

W hile each central bank’s reputation will individually impact on the effec

tiveness of its intervention instrument, the market’s selectiveness of infor

22. In their model expectations about exogenous future variables (here the money sup

plies) are also not necessarily correct, but the resultant expectations about endoge

nous variables (here the exchange rate) are consistent with future equilibrium.
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mation will equally lim it the success of both nation’s intervention opera

tions.

Notice that incompatible interventions, for instance matching purchases 

and sales of the foreign currency by both central banks {i.e. 1 = 1*), will not 

be successful: while both central banks spend intervention resources and 

encounter a potential conflict with the attainment of their internal policy 

objective in the future, only the central bank with the higher reputation will 

achieve any gains in its exchange rate target. W ith p =p\ there is no impact 

on the exchange rate as agents anticipate that relative money supplies will 

remain unchanged. Thus, a role of international policy coordination, then, 

may be to agree on compatible exchange rate targets. More generally, the 

reduced form equation (14) may be applied to the study of unilateral and 

cooperative intervention policies〈see Fabian [1993]; Reeves [1997a]).

VI. Conclusions

This paper has developed a two-country model where sterilized interven

tions by both central banks may signal future changes in monetary policy. 

The analysis has incorporated two key factors that lim it the ability of steril

ized interventions in affecting the spot exchange rate: partial credibility and 

non-rational expectations. First, the potential tradeoff between internal and 

external policy objectives faced by the monetary authorities introduces a 

credibility problem between each nation’s central bank and the private sec

tor which lends only partial credibility to intervention signals. Secondly, 

empirical evidence indicates that agents do not make use of all publicly 

available information. The cognitive processes of information selection have 

been formally incorporated into a theory of non-rational expectations. The 

next step would be an empirical testing of the hypotheses underlying the 

model. This is an extensive task which must be left for future research.
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Appendix

A  Presence o f a R isk Prem ium

If uncovered interest parity does not hold, (2) and (4) are replaced by 

rt~ rt + EfSt+i - St- RPt,

where RPt > 0 denotes the risk premium on foreign-currency denominated 

assets. Define Sq= (M0 -M l) + ax{Y*- Y). Then with no expectations of pol

icy changes, the initial equilibrium exchange rate is given by

So = S0r — 0C2 RPq.

After observing central bank interventions, I  and I] the spot rate changes to 

51 = 50+ / ( /- /* )  + a^RP, +RP0).

If there are sterilized domestic central bank purchases of foreign ex

change, agents expect an expansion of the domestic money supply to M2 = 

M0 + yl (signalling effect). Also, the stock of foreign, relative to domestic, 

assets held by the public falls (portfolio effect). The first effect causes an 

expected depreciation of the home currency, the latter is likely to lower the 

risk premium on foreign-currency denominated assets. Comparing the solu

tion for with the one obtained under uncovered interest parity on page 113 

shows that the risk premium effect reinforces the signalling effect, in leading 

to a larger depreciation of the domestic currency on the spot market.

B. The Repeated Game and Partial Credibility

This appendix models the repeated policy game and shows that the credi

bility of intervention signals is only partial. One simple extension of the 

model given by (1) 一 (3) considers non-overlapping repetitions of the two- 

period intervention subgame, as suggested by Canzoneri and Henderson 

[1991, p. 101]:

^ k t  ~ Pkt - 0C1Y- cx2rkt (Al)
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(A D
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rlt = rlt + EltS2t-S： (A2)

(A2')

(A3)

Ôt = 2̂, t-1 + Vt (A4)

The time subscript t now refers to a two-period interval. Random shocks 

vt are white noise. Their presence ensures a need for intervention policies 

at every t. Notice that every second period in each time interval remains a 

long-run equilibrium. Thus, the current spot rate, Slt9 is determined by Soty 

interventions It and Vt and credibility pt and p] only, not by expected future 

monetary- and intervention policies in periods j  > t.

The home central bank minimizes the discounted present value of each 

period’s loss function

L = J j j5t- 1Lt with Lt = w(Slt - S t )2 + ( 1 - c o ) ( M 2t - M t f ,  (A7)
=̂1

with a money supply target Mt = Mot = M2 i_x and where T denotes the dura

tion of play. T may be infinite. Similarly the foreign central bank with mone

tary target Mᄂ = Let both monetary authority’s true types be private

information to the central banks, and let the private sector assess some posi

tive probabilities p0(Tc) and Po(Tc) for the central banks being a commitment 

type (Tc), who always sets M2t = Mot + ylt or + yVt, respectively. Let

there also be positive prior beliefs pQ(TR) and p*0(TR) for a randomizing type 

who is forthright only with probability q such that M2t = Mot + qylt and M*2t = 

MQt + qylt. The market believes that domestic central bank behavior is gov

erned by (A7) with probability p0(T0) = l- p 0(TR) - p0(Tc)P  Similarly, p0\T).

In each period t>\,  after observing both interventions and subsequent 

monetary policies, the private sector updates beliefs about the central bank 

types by using Bayes’ rule:

23. That credibility is only partial in a wide class of models has been shown by Reeves 

[1997b]. This section is based on this work. Note that the analysis does not depend 

on this particular third central bank type. What is merely important is that this type 

chooses a forthright policy with a positive probability.
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pt(Tc) = Prob(Tc \M2t)

=_______________ p ^ T ^ P ro b m ^ T c )_______________
Pt^iT^ProbiM ^ I Tc) + p^^T^Probf.M^ I T0)-̂  pt_x(TR)q

Probi-) denotes a probability. The right hand side uses the market’s prior 

beliefs, A-i(.)，about the home central bank’s type. These are last period’s 

posterior beliefs. Similarly, beliefs are updated for the other types and for 

the foreign central bank.

If the discount factors are not too large, and the duration of play is long 

enough, central banks will value a reputation and the increased effective

ness of sterilized interventions associated with it, choosing a forthright poli

cy.24 Then, M2t = Mot + ylt and M2t* = Mot* + yVt. Posterior beliefs are thus 

given as

Pt(Tc) = P^ob(Tc I M2t = Mot + ylt)

= ____________________A-i(^c)____________________

Notice that credibility here depends only on whether the monetary policy 

changes implied by interventions have been carried out, but not on the size 

of the intervention volume. Depending on the particular informational 

asymmetry and game structure assumed, pt and p] could also depend on 

intervention volumes (see Section IV. C).

Central bank reputations may be derived as

pt =Prob(M2t= M ot+yIt)

= Pt-i(Tc) + Pt.^T^Prob(M2t = Mot +yIt\T0) + p ^ T ^ q  < 1.

If the value of reputation is common knowledge, Prob(M2t = Mot + ylt\ T0) = 1. 

Otherwise, pt(T0) = 0, so that credibility rises with forthright policy making 

(see Reeves [1997b]). Similarly, p] < 1. Credibility is thus only partial even 

with forthright central bank policies. Should the home central bank renege, 

pt(Tc) = Prob(Tc I M2t 半 Mot + ylt) = 0. Then pt falls, albeit not to zero due to 

the presence of the randomizing type.

24. See, for instance, Backus and Drifill [1985]. Forthright policies may not be chosen at

the beginning or end of the game.




